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Meaning-making and Functions of Memory Telling in Late Adolescents’ Selfdefining Memory Narratives
Kate C. McLean
Autobiographical memory telling is a growing area of research that has
important theoretical implications for the study of identity development, yet
empirical attempts to connect aspects of memory telling contexts to identitymaking are rare. Therefore, this study examined the relationship between an
important feature of memory telling contexts, the functions of memory telling,
and an important feature of identity development, the personal meaning made of
past experiences in late adolescent’s self-defining memory narratives.
Importantly, this study is one of the first to take a narrative approach to the study
of memory telling functions. Narratives of self-defining memories and episodes
of having told those memories to others were collected from 185 late
adolescents. Narratives were coded for personal meaning (lessons or insights).
In Study 1, the prevalence of different functions of telling self-defming
memories was examined. In Study 2, the prevalence of personal meaning in the
two most common functions, telling to explain the self and to entertain others,
were examined along with to whom memories were told and the number of
people to whom memories were told for those functions. Meaning was
infrequently reported for the two most common functions, but this was
particularly so for the entertainment function in comparison to the self
explanation function. Insights were more common than were lessons in telling
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for self-explanation. Peers were more likely to be the recipients of selfexplanation stories than of entertainment stories, and there was no difference in
the use of functions when family was the audience. The number of people to
whom memories were told for the entertainment and self-explanation functions
differed depending on sub-samples used. Discussion will focus on the
importance of looking at the functions of memory telling in social contexts and,
more broadly, on how memory telling serves to communicate important, but
different, aspects of identity.
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Meaning-making and Functions of Memory Telling in Late Adolescents’ Selfdefining Memory Narratives
Identity development is one of the major psychosocial tasks of late
adolescence and has important implications for healthy psychological development
throughout the life course. McAdams (1993; 2001) proposed that identity is a life
story, which begins to be formed in late adolescence. One of the guiding principles
of the life story theory of identity is that life stories serve to make sense of one’s
past, present, and anticipated future and are partly constructed by making meaning
o f past experience. One way that narrative construction and meaning-making occurs
is when memories are told to others (Pasupathi, 2001; Thome, 2000; Thome,
McLean, & Lawrence, in press), and a recent push to situate identity in the contexts
in which it is formed calls for examining specific contexts as well as individual
intentions in story-making (see Thome, 2000; in press). This study focused on the
context and functions of memory telling by examining the frequency of personal
m ean in g in late adolescents’ self-defining memory narratives in order to understand

when meaning is and is not used to communicate identity.
Meaning-making and Identity Development
McAdams (2001) proposed that the life story serves to integrate different
aspects of identity such as differences between one’s past, present, and future self.
An important way that integration occurs is through reflecting on and interpreting
past experiences, which is here termed meaning-making. Making personal meaning
of autobiographical memories has been one of the main emphases of studies focused
1
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on identity from a narrative perspective, and is defined as reflecting on the personal
significance of a past event to one’s current understanding of self, relationships, or
the world at large. Recent reviews and research findings have pointed to making
meaning of momentous events as an identity transforming and defining process
(Habermas & Bluck, 2000; McAdams, 1988; McLean & Thome, 2003; Singer &
Bluck, 2001).
Meaning-making is a kind of causal coherence that emerges as late
adolescents begin to think about constmcting their life stories (Habermas & Bluck,
2000). Causal coherence involves constmcting stories to explain how a past event
led to or influenced another event or aspect of the self. For example, recalling one’s
experience with parental divorce at age 10 may lead one to see how that experience
caused one’s current wariness of relationships, and reflection on that experience
may prompt one to transform one’s ideas about relationships.
While the constmction of identity and the life story are life long processes
(Erikson, 1968; Harter, 1999; Kroger, 2000; McAdams, 1988), there are different
points in the lifespan when identity work may be heightened. The life story begins
to emerge in adolescence due to the onset of formal operations, physiological
maturity, and in many communities, the demands for establishing oneself in the
world through work, school, and family. Those requirements tend to require or
allow for reflecting on who one is by making meaning of past experience
(Grotevant, 1993; Habermas & Bluck, 2000; McAdams, 2001). Further, the
abundance of personal memories in late adolescence (Rubin, Rahhal, & Poon, 1998)
2
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may require heightened meaning-making in the form of integration to understand
the multitude of experiences that come to define the self.
The participants in this study were undergoing the major transition of
beginning college, a context that puts special demands on identity-making. During
life transitions and disruptive experiences cognitive demands are higher to make
sense of new or unfamiliar experiences (Azmitia, 2002; Piaget, 1965; Surra &
Bohman, 1991). Meaning-making and identity work may be heightened during the
transition to college as adolescents must not only integrate their new surroundings,
but also communicate who they are in their new environment.
Self-defining memories were chosen as the narrative unit of analysis for this
study because these experiences are by definition central to one’s sense of self.
Further, self-defining memories have been implicated as an important kind of
memory to study in adolescence because they are memories that become fodder for
constructing identity as a life story (Blagov & Singer, in press; Singer & Salovey,
1993; Thome, 2000). Blagov & Singer (in press) also suggested that emotional and
vivid memories, such as self-defining memories, are likely candidates for meaningmaking (see also Singer & Salovey, 1993). Therefore, self-defining memories were
examined in this study because of their critical relationship to identity and to the
narrative work of meaning-making.
Consistent with Erikson’s (1968) theory of identity, a recent study foimd that
late adolescents who were found to report meaning in their self-defming memories
were at higher stages of ego development than those who did not report meaning
3
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(McLean, 2004). The latter study drew on work by McLean and Thome (2003) who
defined two specific kinds of meaning in late adolescent’s self-defining memory
narratives: lesson learning and gaining insight (see also McCabe, Capron, &
Peterson, 1991; Pratt, Norris, Arnold, & Filyer, 1999; Thome et ah, in press).
Lesson learning refers to learning a specific lesson from an event that could direct
future behavior in similar situations (e.g., ”I shouldn’t talk back to my mother").
Gaining insight refers to gleaning meaning from an event that applies to greater
areas of life than a specific behavior; with insight, there is often some kind of
transformation in the understanding of oneself or others (e.g., "I realized that I was
an independent person"). Insights are reflections into personhood or relationships,
whereas lessons remain at the level of behavior.
Research with older adults further suggests that searching for and
discovering meaning has important implications for social and emotional
development. In terms of mental health, Baerger and McAdams (1999) found that
nondepressed middle-aged adults (35-65 years) were more likely to have coherent
life stories than were depressed individuals. Similar to meaning-making, one aspect
of coherence that Baerger and McAdams (1999) measured was whether narratives
related the details of an event to larger themes in one’s life. The ability to reflect on
past experiences may also have important implications for coping with challenging
experiences. For example, Pals (under review) found that middle-aged women who
reflected on the impact of a personally difficult life event and who then resolved the
event showed better psychological and physical health nine years after the narrative
4
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report of the difficult event than did those women who did not engage in such
reflection (see also King 2001; King, Scollon, Ramsey, & Williams, 2000). Finally,
because meaning-making is important to constructing a coherent life story, lack of
meaning-making may compromise identity development. Thus, meaning-making is
not only an intellectual exercise, but it also has important implications for the
development of identity and for mental health.
Interestingly, while meaning-making appears to be an important process in
constructing a healthy and coherent sense of self, research on late adolescent’s selfdefining memory narratives has shown that spontaneously reported meanings, both
lessons and insights, are relatively rare (McLean & Thome, 2003; Thome et a!., in
press). When these kinds of meanings are found, they are more likely to be reported
in narratives about conflictual than nonconflictual past events (McLean & Thome,
2003; Thome et ah, in press). Further, listeners tend to respond negatively to lessons
and positively to insights (Thome et ah, in press). The findings about conflict are
inform ative regarding the kinds of memories from which meaning is made and the

findings about listener responses are informative about which kinds of stories are
better appreciated by listeners. Yet, none of these findings clarify when meaning is
or is not used to define the self to others. Because meaning is sparingly reported in
late adolescent’s memory narratives, meaning may only be useful or appropriate in
some contexts and not at all in others.
In an attempt to fill the gap in research on when meaning is important to
defining the self to others, this study investigated the presence of meaning for
5
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different functions of memory telling. Two functions were examined that were
expected to be associated with differing degrees of meaning, telling for
entertainment and telling for self-explanation. The research on memory telling
functions will now be discussed to develop the rationale for studying functions, and
specifically for studying the functions of self-explanation and entertainment.
Functions of Personal Memory Telling
An important and broad function of telling memories to others is to construct
and confirm identity with others. Thome (2000) proposed that for late adolescents
and emerging adults, in particular, memory telling serves to proffer personal
information to constmct a personal identity. Thorne (2000) suggested that the high
frequency of memorable experiences occurring during late adolescence (Rubin et
al., 1998) coupled with the search for identity results in those experiences being told
in the service of identity development. As evidence that late adolescents are indeed
engaging in the practice of memory telling, Thome et al. (in press) found that late
adolescents reported telling about 90% of their self-defining memories at some
point in the past (see also Rime, Mesquita, Philippot, & Boca, 1991).
While memory telling may be particularly important to identity development
in adolescence, memory telling begins in early childhood. Developmental theories
of autobiographical memory and self are based on the idea that an important
function of conversations about the past is for children to leam to constmct personal
narratives so that they begin to develop a sense of self (Nelson & Fivush, 2000;
Snow, 1990). A number of studies have found that such conversations are important

6
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for later recollections and narrative constructions of past events (e.g., Faixant &
Reese, 2000; Kuebli & Fivush, 1992). Extending the study of memory telling to
adolescents and adults, descriptive research has shown that past events are told
frequently and soon after the events occur, and this is particularly so for highly
emotional events, suggesting that memory telling serves to help one work through
the meaning of emotional events (Rime et al., 1991).
Pillemer (1992) is one of the first memory researchers to propose an
empirical paradigm for studying the functions of autobiographical memory. Pillemer
proposed several functions of autobiographical memories, distinguishing between
private or personal functions (e.g., reflecting on a past event in private to better
understand oneself) and social functions (e.g., developing intimacy or selfunderstanding through memory telling) (see also Webster, 2003). However, Nelson
(2003) suggested that while memory can be viewed as an individual phenomenon,
narrative, the manner in which memories are stored and communicated, is a social
phenomenon (see also Bruner, 1990). Thus, Nelson (2003) argued that the personal
and social functions of autobiographical memory are essentially interconnected. In
studying the telling of self-defining memories, in particular, it is premised that the
self and social functions are linked because telling can have important implications
for self development and memories thought to be in the realm of the self can
become fodder for conversations about the past (see also McLean & Thome, under
review).
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While the study of memory teiiing is gaining momentum, more can be done
to detail and define the features of memory telling contexts that are important to
meaning-making and identity development. One reason that studying functions
helps to define memory teiiing contexts is that stories change based on the intent of
the person telling them (e.g., Sanitioso, Kunda, & Fung, 1990; Tversky & Marsh,
2000), which suggests that certain features of narratives, such as meaning, may or
may not be included in narratives depending on why one is teiiing the memories.
In one o f the few existing studies on specific memory telling functions (see
Aiea & Bluck, 2003 for a review), Pasupathi, Lucas, and Coombs (2002) found that
telling memories to explain the self was the most common reason for which longmarried couples reported sharing memories with each other. While Pasupathi et al.’s
(2002) sample was markedly different from the late adolescents examined in the
present study, the use of self-explanation was expected to be manifest in the study
of late adolescents as well because their social networks are expanding (Carstensen,
1995), affording many new opportunities to explain oneself to others.
Most pertinent to the present research, a recent study found that telling for
self-related reasons versus for entertainment were each associated with reporting
quite different narratives of past events. In a retrospective study with college
students, Pasupathi (in preparation) examined how memory telling functions were
related to linguistic features of narratives using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count Program (LIWC) for text analysis (Pennebaker & Francis, 1999). The LIWC
is a computer-based program that computes a word count analysis of language style.
8
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Participants were asked to report a recent experience (in the last two weeks) that
they had told someone about. They were then asked to indicate why they had told
the memory by referring to a list of functions and rating each function on a 7-point
likert scale. Pasupathi focused on the self-related functions of meaning-seeking and
meaning-transmitting, and the function of entertainment. The linguistic features
examined in the narratives included causal and insight words. She found that insight
words were more common in memories told to seek and transmit meaning than in
memories told to entertain.
While Pasupathi’s study employed a linguistic and not a narrative analysis,
her results indicate that telling for entertainment versus telling for meaning-related
or self-related reasons are associated with different narrative constructions. The
main contribution of the present study was to extend Pasupathi’s work by being one
of the first studies to take a narrative approach to memory telling functions. In
addition, rather than examine recent memories that were not clearly related to the
self, the present research examined memories that were at least one year old and that
were regarded as self-defming. Like Pasupathi, memories told for entertainment and
self-explanation were compared with regard to the presence of explicit references to
meaning in the memory narratives. If results similar to Pasupathi’s are found in the
present study, it will strengthen the argument that functions of telling are related to
different narrative constructions and will help to explain how meaning is
differentially used in telling memories to others. Functions of telling may be only
one piece to understanding how narratives are formed and whether meaning is
9
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included in those narratives, but it is an important piece since we know that most
memories are told to others (Rime et al., 1991; Thorne et a l, in press). Further, it
will move the study of narrative construction further into the social world as the
features o f the telling context that are important to narrative construction are
illuminated.
Telling Audience
To expand on features of the telling context that may be important to
functions and to situate self-telling with respect to an important aspect of adolescent
identity development, relational development (e.g., Grotevant & Cooper, 1985;
Youniss & Smollar, 1985), this study also examined to whom memories were told
for the functions of self-explanation and entertainment, as well as to how many
people memories were told for the different functions. While parental and family
relationships maintain their importance in adolescent development, peer
relationships increase in importance and intimacy during adolescence (Cooper &
Cooper, 1992; Grotevant & Cooper, 1985; Sullivan, 1953; Youniss & Smollar,
1985). The transition to college is a particularly important time for peer
relationships because adolescents’ immediate social networks are mainly comprised
of peers, who may then be the likely audiences for memory telling. Further,
establishing and strengthening peer networks is important for a successful
adjustment to college (Shaver, Furman, & Buhrmester, 1985) and self-telling may
be one way to strengthen such networks. Therefore, based on prior research about
relational development and the importance of new relationships in college, it was
10
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expected that late adolescents would be more likely to tell self-explanation
memories than entertainment memories to their peers for two reasons. First, when
meeting new people one communicates who one is so that self-explanation should
be common. Second, self-explanation involves communicating and focusing on an
important part of the self, while entertainment involves focusing on the act of
entertaining. Therefore, self-explanation telling should be more likely to serve as a
relationship builder by developing mutual understanding through more personal
self-disclosure.
This study also examined whether there were differences in telling
entertainment and self-explanation for families, but no predictions were made for
this analysis. Two possible outcomes are that telling rates are equal for self
explanation and entertainment, or that telling for self-explanation is also more
common with family audiences. If results show the former pattem it might indicate
that families may not be contexts that have specialized functions for memory telling
in late adolescence. If the results show the latter pattem it would indicate that self
explanation is ubiquitous across audiences during late adolescence as identity is
constructed, confirmed, and shared.
In terms of to how many people individuals had told their memories, there
was little past research from which to base predictions, so no hypotheses were
made. However, there are two reasonable possibilities that would both be useful for
understanding memory telling functions in late adolescence. One possibility is that
telling for self-explanation is more intimate than telling for entertainment so that
11
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fewer people are told such memories. Such a finding would indicate that some
memories are more private than others, suggesting that some aspects of identity are
not for general consumption. A second possibility is that memories are told at equal
rates for each function. The latter finding would suggest that memories told for selfexplanation and entertainment are readily available for self-telling and that teiiing
for such functions does not reveal the most intimate aspects of one’s identity. The
findings concerning the breadth of audience will help to delineate whether some
aspects of identity are more readily brought forth in the social context of memory
telling, and would also enlarge understanding of how the context of memory telling
may be different depending on the function employed.
The Present Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the association between reported
meaning in narratives of self-defining memories and functions of memory telling. In
Study 1 a descriptive analysis of reported functions was conducted because no prior
studies have examined what telling functions are for late adolescents or what they
are for self-defming memories.
In Study 2, self-explanation and entertainment, the two most common
functions, and the frequency of meaning reported for each function were examined.
Telling for self-explanation should be comparable to the combined functions of
meaning-seeking and meaning-transmitting that Pasupathi (in preparation) studied
because past work has suggested that meaning-making is a self-focused process
(e.g., McLean & Thome, 2003). Therefore, while it was expected that meaning
12
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would be infrequent overall, replicating prior studies (McLean & Thome, 2003;
Thome et a!., in press), it was expected that memories told to explain the self would
contain more meaning than memories told to entertain. Further, because self
explanation should be a self-focused function and because insights theoretically
represent deeper forms of self-understanding, as opposed to behavioral or
procedural understanding, it was expected that insights, rather than lessons, would
be more commonly reported in memories told for self-explanation.
In terms of the telling audience, it was expected that self-explanation
memories would be more commonly shared with peers than would entertainment
memories. No predictions were made for family audiences. Exploratory analyses
also examined whether memories told for self-explanation versus entertainment
were shared at different rates to understand whether memory functions define some
memories as more socially available than others or whether memories are equally
shared.
Method; Study 1
Participants
The overall sample consisted of 185 participants, 42% male {n - 89)
collected from the psychology subject pool at a public university in Northern
California. Age ranged from 16-27 years {m = 18.7 years; sd=^ 1.2). Sixty-two
percent of the participants described themselves as Caucasian (n =115), 17% Asian
(n = 31), 6% Latino (n = 11), 1% African-American (n = 2), 14% mixed race {n =

13
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14), and 4% of the participants were categorized as other {n - 7). Two percent of
the participants did not report ethnicity {n - 5).
Self-defining Memory Questionnaire
Appendix A contains the self-defining memory questionnaire used in this
study. The first page of the questionnaire elicited demographic information (gender,
age, and ethnicity) and described features of a self-defining memory. A selfdefining memory was described as a memory that is vivid, highly memorable,
personally important, at least one year old, and is the kind of memory that conveys
powerfully how one has come to be the person one currently is (see Singer &
Moffitt, 1991-1992, p. 242). Participants were asked to report three self-defining
memories.
The first section of each page included instructions for participants to
caption, or title, the self-defining memory and to report their age at the time of the
event. Participants were then asked to describe the self-defining memory, including
where they were, whom they were with, what happened, and the reaction of
themselves and others who may have been involved in the event. The latter narrative
was termed the event narrative.
The second section of each page asked participants to indicate with how
many people they had shared the memory. Then, if they could recall a specific
episode of having shared the memory, participants were asked to indicate with
whom they had shared the memory and how long after the original event the
memorable telling episode occurred. They were then asked to describe the telling
14
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episode, including what led them to tell the memory, the reaction o f the listener, and
their own reaction. The latter narrative was termed the telling narrative. The
questionnaire provided an equal amount of space to describe the event and the
telling narratives. This questionnaire, adapted from Singer and Moffit (1991-1992),
has been used in prior studies of approximately 200 college students (McLean &
Thome, 2003; Thome & McLean, 2002; 2003; Thome, et ah, in press).
A supplement to the self-defining memory questionnaire was added for the
purposes of this study in an effort to induce participants to elaborate how memory
telling may help one to better understand shared memories. After each page that
elicited an event narrative and a telling narrative was a question eliciting further
information about the telling episode, if one was reported. Participants were asked
to describe if and how telling the memory helped them to better understand it. This
narrative was termed the understanding narrative.
To target functions, participants were provided a list of functions from which
to indicate why they had told the memory. The five functions were developed based
on pilot data and past research, were mutually exclusive, and were comprised of the
following: to validate one’s thoughts or feelings about the memory, to better
understand the memory (meaning-seeking), to entertain others, to explain oneself to
someone, or to get closer to someone (intimacy). Participants were also given the
option of specifying an alternative reason for telling the memory. These functions
were developed for a late adolescent sample. Future studies could consider other
functions that may differ by age group, such as teaching by example.
15
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The paper-based questionnaire was completed while participants were in a
room alone. Participants were given as much time as they needed to complete the
task, which took an average of 30-60 minutes.
Results; Study 1
Frequencies o f Different Telling Functions
Figure 1 displays the frequencies of different telling functions using
memories as the unit of analysis. O f 554 memories, 357 included a report of why
the memory was told that fit into the categories listed above. Overall, self
explanation was the most commonly reported function (27%), followed by
entertainment (17%), validation (9%), intimacy (8%), and meaning-seeking (3%).
For 16% of the memories participants reported their own reason for telling (e.g., to
feel better, to relive the event, to reminisce, to show off) or chose more than one
reason for telling, the latter of which were excluded from the analyses. For 20% of
the memories participants did not report a function.
Study 2 examined the prevalence of meaning in memories told for the two
most common functions, self-explanation and entertainment, to whom the memories
were told, and the number of people to whom memories were told.
Method: Study 2
The same participants and questionnaire were used in Study 2, but only the
memories told for self-explanation {n = 148) and for entertainment (« = 95) were
examined in relation to reported meaning for each function, audience role, and the
number of people to whom memories were told.
16
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Coding o f Meaning in Self-defining Memory Narratives
Three mutually exclusive meaning-related categories (no meaning, lesson
learning, gaining insight) were coded as present or absent on the basis of the event,
telling, and understanding narratives (McLean & Thome, 2001).
Lesson learning was defined as reference to having leamed a tangible and
specific lesson from the memory that has implications for subsequent behavior in
similar situations.
Gaining insight was coded if the reporter inferred a meaning from the event
that applied to larger areas o f his or her life. Narratives coded as gaining insight
typically referred to transformations of self or relationships. Insight was defined as
super-ordinate to lesson learning; that is, if both lesson learning and gaining insight
were present, the narrative was coded as gaining insight. However, the latter case
rarely occurred in this study or in other similar studies (see McLean & Thome,
2003). Examples of lessons and insights are shown in Table 1.
The author coded all narratives for meaning and was blind to the function
employed while coding. A coder who was blind to the aims and hypotheses of the
study and to the functions coded 30% of the memories for the purposes of
reliability. Reliability was acceptable for meaning overall, kappa = .83; no meaning,
kappa = .86; lessons, kappa = .78; and insights, kappa = .84. After reliability was
achieved, random cases were chosen for the blind coder to code in order to prevent
coder drift in the author. Difficult cases were settled by consensus.
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Results: Study 2
The first set of analyses compared proportions of particular combinations of
memory features, using memories rather than individuals as the unit of analysis.
Memories were used as the unit of analysis to preserve the integrity of particular
memory patterns (e.g., memories told for self-explanation, which contained
insights). The alternative of aggregating memory features across individuals would
have muddied these highly specific memory patterns. Due to the dichotomous
nature of the memory features and the dependent nature of the responses
(participants provided more than one memory), the Mcnemar test for paired
proportions was employed (Glass & Hopkins, 1996). Although this test is
commonly used to assess differences in proportions due to time lapse, it may be
used to assess differences in proportions with other kinds of dependent or correlated
observations.^ An alpha level of .05, two-tailed, was used for all statistical tests.
Preliminary Statistics: Descriptives and Gender
Table 2 contains the means and standard deviations of the variables pertinent
to this study. The means in Table 2 allow comparison of the present results to prior
studies that have used similar surveys and coding systems. Ninety percent (n = 492)
of the memories had reportedly been told in the past, a percentage similar to past
studies (e.g., Thome et ai., in press). The presence of meaning (29%) was slightly
higher than the 23% found by Thome et al. (in press). Because this study included
an additional understanding narrative that was not included in past studies, and
which may have accounted for the higher percentage of meaning, the percentages of
18
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meaning for each narrative were examined. However, only 1% of the meaning
emerged in the understanding narrative, suggesting that the addition of that narrative
was not the reason for more reported meaning than Thome et al. (in press) found
(9% of the meaning was reported in the event narrative and 19% of the meaning was
reported in the telling narrative).
Gender differences were examined on the main variables of interest to
determine if subsequent analyses should include gender. The only gender difference
found w^as that females were more likely to tell memories for self-explanation than
for entertainment, Mcnemar Chi-Square = 10.56, j? < .001. There was no difference
in the frequency of memories told for entertainment and self-explanation for males.
There was also no difference between males and females on the frequency of
memories told for self-explanation or for entertainment. Across all participants there
was also no difference between males and females for audience role or the number
of people told. Because gender differences were relatively inconspicuous in this
sample subsequent analyses did not include gender.
Ethnicity was not analyzed because sample sizes precluded testing among
ethnic groups, and grouping all non-Caucasian participants into one group seemed
inappropriate.
The role of the audience was identified in the telling narrative, in which the
participant was asked to indicate to whom the memory was told. Using memories as
the unit of analysis, percentages of different audience roles were: friends (38%),
parents/family (14%), romantic partners (7%), teachers/coaches (5%), peers/family
19
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(2%), strangers (.2%), and others not captured in the previous categories (11%).
These percentages show that peers make up a large part of the audience for telling
self-defining memories in late adolescence. Subsequent analyses for this study
exam in e d only the audience of peers (friends + romantic partners) and family.

Memories Toldfor Self-explanation
The first question was whether there were different frequencies of no
meaning, lessons, and insights in memories told for self-explanation. It was
expected that meaning would be infrequent overall, but that in comparing lessons
and insights, insights would be more common than lessons. Memories were the unit
of analysis for the following analyses.
Figure 2 shows the frequencies of lessons, insights, and no meaning in
memories told for self-explanation, the most commonly reported function in the
present study. As expected, reporting no meaning was significantly more common
than reporting either kind of meaning (lessons + insights), Mcnemar Chi-Square =
16.22, p < .001. Also as expected, in looking only at the presence of meaning,
insights were more commonly reported than were lessons, Mcnemar Chi-Square =
9.88,i?<.01.
Memories told fo r Entertainment
The next question focused on whether there were different frequencies of no
meaning, lessons, and insights in memories told for entertainment, the second most
commonly reported function in the present study. It was expected that meaning
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would be infrequent overall. Memories were the unit of analysis for the following
analyses.
Figure 3 shows the frequency of lessons, insights, and no meaning in
memories told for entertainment. Like memories told for self-explanation, no
meaning was more commonly reported than was reporting either kind of meaning
(lessons + insights), Mcnemar Chi-Square = 40.46, _p < .001. There was no
significant difference in the frequencies of lessons and insights in memories told for
entertainment.
Comparing Meaning in Memory Functions
The final question concerning functions and meaning was whether there
were different frequencies of meaning in memories told for self-explanation
compared to memories told for entertainment. It was expected that total meaning
(lessons + insights) would be more common in memories told for self-explanation in
comparison to memories told for entertainment.
Figure 4 shows the frequency of memories with lessons and insights for each
function of entertainment and self-explanation. As expected, total meaning (lessons
+ insights) was more common in memories told for self-explanation than in
memories told for entertainment, Mcnemar Chi-Square = 15.75,jo < .001. Insights
were also more common in self-explanation memories than in entertainment
memories, Mcnemar Chi-Square = 15.02,p < .001, and there was no significant
difference for the report of lessons.
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Because these statistical data are drawn from a data set of rich narratives, a
content analysis was done to delineate what was being communicated for the two
functions. Narrative data provides a unique opportunity that many survey studies do
not provide to illuminate specific experiences that individuals feel are part of their
self-representation. Therefore, the content analysis examined the topics reported for
the memories told for entertainment and self-explanation. Table 3 shows the
categories and percentages of memories per category that were found in memories
told for each function. As can be seen in Table 3, memories told for self-explanation
were most likely to be comprised of factual memories or time points in one’s life
story. For example, fact/time point memories included that birthday celebrations are
important in one’s family or that one began home schooling in the 1^ grade.
Interestingly, the next two most common topics for self-explanation were about
relationships, focused on either relational loss (e.g., death, divorce, break-ups) or
relationship gain (e.g., falling in love, feeling close to one’s family). Learning about
one’s values and how the world works were also relevant to self-explanation, as
were achievement memories, and activity based memories (e.g., being part of a
drumming circle).
The largest category of entertainment memories was mishaps. This category
was largely comprised o f physical accidents (e.g., car accidents, getting hit in the
face) or stories of adventures and escapades that had the potential to, or did go awry
(e.g., snowboarding and almost getting hurt). Achievement was also present in
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entertainment memories, as was adolescent rebellion (e.g., getting drank, high, or
arrested) and stories about happy or fun times, relationships, and comical incidents.
Audience Role and Functions
The results now tum to the role of the audience and the telling function
employed. The question for this set of analyses was whether self-explanation and
entertainment were differentially directed at peers or families. It was expected that
peers would be more likely to hear stories of self-explanation than entertainment.
No predictions were made for family audiences.
Figure 5 shows the frequencies of memories told for self-explanation and
entertainment for family and peers. As expected, peers were more likely to hear
memories told for self-explanation than for entertainment, Mcnemar Chi-Square =
16.34,/? < .001. There was no difference in the frequency of telling for self
explanation versus entertainment with families as the audience.
It should also be noted peers were significantly more likely to be the
recipients of both entertainment and self-explanation tellings, compared to family;
for entertainment, Mcnemar Chi-Square = 18.78,/? < .001, and for self-explanation,
Mcnemar Chi-Square - 64.99,/? < .001.
How Many People Were Told
The final set of analyses examined to how many people self-explanation
versus entertainment memories were told. The dependent variable, number of
people told, was a linear feature of memories, so that the comparison of the two
functions was made with /-tests. For these analyses, the sample consisted of the 95
23
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memories that were told for entertainment, and the 148 memories that were told for
self-explanation. Because participants sometimes reported more than one memory
per function, the number of tellings was averaged so that each person had one “how
many told” variable per memory function.
Analyses also had to take into consideration the complication that some
people reported both self-explanation and entertainment functions, whereas other
people only reported one of these functions. Therefore, two strategies were
employed in the /-test analyses. Split sample analyses were used to compare how
many people were told for participants who reported either telling for self
explanation or telling for entertainment, but not both (n = 107 participants; 40
participants who told for entertainment, 67 participants who told for self
explanations). Within sample analyses were used to compare how many people were
told for participants who reported telling some memories for entertainment and
some memories for self-explanation {n = 34).
The variable of interest, how many people were told, was averaged across
the number of memories each person reported. Memories that were reportedly told
to more than 20 people were transformed so that all audiences that were reported as
greater than 20 were equal to 20 in order to control for outliers (e.g., some people
reported telling 500 people).
An alpha level of .05, two-tailed, was used for ai! the /-tests.
Using the Split sample, there was no significant difference in the number of
people who were told a memory for entertainment (m= 8.15, s d - 5.24) compared to
24
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the number of people who were told a memory for self-explanation {m - 7.41; sd ~
5.92), independent t(104) = .66 p - ns.
Using the Within sample, however, there was a difference in the number of
people told. Memories told for entertainment were told to more people {m = 12.66,
sd= 7.32) than were memories told for self-explanation (m = 8.66, sd=6.65),
paired /(33) = 2.46,p < .05. Because there was a difference in the two samples,
caution will be exerted in interpreting these findings.
Narrative Examples
To elucidate these statistical findings, the results now focus on the narratives
from which the statistical analyses derived. Consider the following narrative
examples of memories told for self-explanation and entertainment.
Self-explanation. Ed, 18 years old, reported telling the following memory
for the purpose of self-explanation. The original event occurred at age 16 or 17, and
he told 5-10 good friends. The insight reported is indicated in italics, and shows how
an important aspect of Ed’s identity developed and was communicated to others.
[Event Narrative, age 16 or 17] I was at my friend’s house one night with my main
group of friends. They were all smoking marijuana and drinking. I didn’t feel
comfortable with trying marijuana. They tried hard to get me to try it but I chose not
to. One of my friends (my best) supported my choice. I learned who my real friends
were. But more importantly, I learned that I can be strong with my decisions i f I
choose to, regardless o f the outside influence.
[Telling Narrative, age 17 or 18] The subject of drugs came up and so I explained
the above story to them. They seemed to enjoy the story and applauded me on my
resiliency. Now, my friends here will ask me if I want to do anything and they won’t
harass me about it, regardless of my answer. It pays to be strong when you want to.
[Understanding Narrative] ...the message is fairly obvious, but every time a
situation similar to that one comes up, I can think back and tell myself that I can be
firm with my decision, whatever that might be.
25
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Ed’s narrative illustrates how meaning can be used to communicate aspects
of identity to others. Ed’s narrative also offers a good example of meaning in a selfdefining memory narrative, as well as how meaning is shared with others to
maintain and to strengthen aspects of identity.
Entertainment. In contrast to Ed’s narrative of meaning-making and the growth of
self-understanding, Bobby reported a memory told for entertainment. Bobby, 18 years old,
was 16 when the following event occurred. He reportedly told the memory to more than 10
people and he told his brother several weeks after the event occurred. There was no
meaning reported in the following event, telling, and understanding narratives.
[Event Narrative, age 18] We had this one planned out for weeks before. It’s
not that we didn’t like the girls but they were just our opposites, the
female version of us. So we decided to use my house as a home base and
proceeded at 1AM to do as much damage as humanly possible to all six
houses. This was probably one of the more fun moments of my life as we
raced around the San Fernando Valley TP’ing their houses till they looked
like white waterfalls. And the best part, the following Monday at school, five
of the six girls ended up blaming the sixth one and her house got TP’d the
following week too. Truly a great couple of weeks.
[Telling Narrative, age 18] He wanted to know what I was up to and of course he
was in college so nothing I did was probably too important. So I decided to
tell him about this little incident. O f course I over dramatized it and made it
into some huge quest. He absolutely loved the story, from buying $100
worth of toilet paper to speeding away from Western Security. And I love
telling the story too, so I get just as much of a kick out of it.
[Understanding narrative] ...I understand it pretty well. I played it over quite a bit in
my mind.
Bobby’s narrative contrasts to Ed’s in that there appeared to be no effort towards
reporting or understanding the greater meaning of this event. However, he has chosen it as
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one of Ms seif-defining memories, suggesting that tMs adventure is an important part of Ms
identity.
Summary o f Results
Overall, meaning was infrequentiy reported for both functions. In comparing
functions, meaning was more commonly reported in memories told for self
explanation versus memories told for entertainment. Within memories told for self
explanation, insights were more common than were lessons, and insights were also
more common in memories told for self-explanation than in memories told for
entertainment. Peers were more likely to be the recipient of self-explanation tellings
than of entertainment tellings, and there was no difference in function when families
were the audience. In terms of the number of people told, results differed depending
on the sub-samples used for analyses. Those who told memories either for self
explanation or entertainment reported no difference in the number o f people told.
Those who reported telling memories for both entertainment and self-explanation
reported that memories told for entertainment were told to more people than were
memories told for self-explanation.
Discussion
This study is the first to take a narrative approach to studying memory
telling functions and the first to study functions of telling self-defining memories in
late adolescence. Mirroring studies with other age groups (Pasupathi et al., 2002),
telling for self-explanation was the most commonly reported function. Further,
mirroring a study with college student’s most recent memories, but using different
27
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analytic strategies (Pasupathi, in preparation), telling for self-explanation and
entertainment involved reporting different Mnds of narratives, the latter of which
were less likely to show meaning than the former. In terms of distinguishing
meaning, which prior studies of the associations between memory functions and
meaning have not done, the present study found that insights were more frequently
reported than were lessons in memories told for self-explanation, suggesting that
insights do a better job of explaining the self than do lessons. This study also found
that intimacy and meaning-seeking, though infrequent, were reported as functions of
telling memories, as has been shown in past research (Alea & Bluck, 2003).
However, telling to validate one’s thoughts or feelings about the memory was
reported as the third most common reason for telling, a function that has not been
addressed in past studies and is an interesting avenue for future research. In terms of
audience, peers were more likely to be the recipients of self-explanation stories than
of entertainment stories, suggesting that self-explanation may be a way of
developing relationships during the college transition. Finally, the relation between
memory function and breadth of the telling audience was ambiguous because results
differed depending on the sub-sample that was used for analyses, but possible
interpretations of these results will be discussed. The implications of all of these
findings will now be addressed.

Telling Functions: Self-explanation
Meaning appears to be more relevant or appropriate when telling for self
explanation, compared to telling for entertainment. Telling for self-explanation may
28
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allow one to develop, strengthen, and to confirm insights about the self; by
explaining who one is one may become more certain that the shared story is indeed
indicative of his or her identity. For example, the insight that Ed gained about his
strength o f character and who his friends were helped him to understand more about
himself. In telling the memory he seemed to be confirming his self-views with
likeminded people, and other’s acceptance in turn appeared to strengthen Ed’s self
views, revealing a cyclical process of self and social functions of memory telling
(Nelson, 2003).
Illustrating the importance of telling memories to explain oneself in peer
relationships, Ed also showed how he received support from his new college friends
in telling his story about abstaining from drugs. The participants in this study were
experiencing the transition to college, during which one’s family and friends are
often left behind, at least temporarily. Making new friends and establishing social
networks is of crucial importance to a successful transition into college (Shaver et
al., 1985), and self-explanation may kick into high gear to develop relationships
with others. Indeed, Ed appeared to be trying to find common ground with his new
friends to see if they would accept him.
In thinking about the importance of peer relationships for telling to explain
the self, it is interesting that relational concerns were the most common topic for
memories told for self-explanation, when collapsing relational losses and gains.
Relational concerns may be commonly shared with peers to communicate where
one has been in relationships and what one needs. For example, some of the
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relational gain and loss memories were about being wronged by a friend or about
when a friend did something supportive, which communicates what one’s values are
in relationships and what one’s needs are. Telling vivid and specific memories to
people may be a more efficient way to communicate these needs than talking in the
abstract. The distinction between relational gains and losses echoes a recent study
on seif-defming relationship memories in adolescence, which distinguished between
separation and closeness as key concerns of such memories (McLean & Thome,
2003). The results of this study suggest that relationships are not only an important
part of one’s intemal self-representation, but are also crucial to explaining oneself to
others.
The majority of the rest of the self-explanation memories fit into the
facts/time points category and were a varied group of memories. They were put
under the category of “fact” because that is the way they were reported, often
without explicit meaning and as a fact of one’s past. For example, a memory about
getting a new kitten and feeling very close to it appeared to indicate that one holds
cats, or animals, in high regard. Many of the memories also seemed to be marking
time points, such as breaking one’s leg at age 15, moving to the United States from
Vietnam at age 11, or one’s mother getting married at age seven. It is possible that
one of the first tasks of life story development is to mark the important time points
that will later be tied together in constructing the entire story.
While self-explanation was more common than entertainment in telling to
peer groups, there was no difference in telling functions for family audiences. There
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are several possible explanations for this. First, new peer groups may be the focus in
this transition period and families may not be as important as recipients of seifdefining memories. Second, some adolescents may think that their families already
know who they are so that there is no need to engage in self-explanation.
Conversely, adolescents may think that their families can not understand who they
are so they do not bother trying.
In terms of the specific kinds of meanings in self-explanation memories, it
appears that insights may explain the self more clearly than do lessons. This is in
line with the conceptualization of insights as meanings that represent the deepest
aspects o f identity (McLean & Thome, 2003). However, insights may also be more
commonly communicated than are lessons because insights focus more frequently
on positive transformations in self-understanding and it may be a self-protective
measure to tell insights rather than lessons, which focus on one’s wrong doings
(e.g., Greenwald, 1980; Ross & Wilson, 2003). For example, Thome et al. (in press)
found that listeners responded more positively to insights than they did to lessons.
Therefore, insights may be more commonly reported in memories told to explain the
self either because they serve the purpose of self-explanation better or because they
are safer to tell than are lessons.
Although the above findings suggest that insights are important for self
explanation, it is not yet clear what purpose lessons might serve. Clearly lessons
help one to leam the rales o f human interaction and how to get along in the world
(e.g., don’t drive drunk), but how do lessons serve the development of a sense of
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identity? Perhaps lessons help one to locate oneself in the world of adult morals and
values as one learns what is acceptable to others and what is acceptable to oneself.
Future research might explore the role of lessons in identity construction by further
examining the kinds o f events that lead to lesson learning and how lessons influence
later behavior and belief-systems.
Telling Functions: Entertainment
While memories told for self-explanation appear to be an important part of
identity construction due to the presence of explicit meaning, memories told for
entertainment were also chosen as self-defining, suggesting that they also serve a
purpose in identity development. Entertainment memories focused on episodes that
have great potential to be good stories—mishaps. Stories in which something goes
wrong and is resolved comprise the classic form of a good narrative (Labov &
Waletsky, 1967). Perhaps telling mishap stories communicates some details of life
experience about where one has been (e.g., river rafting, in the face of death,
traveling around the world) in a light conversation so that the self comes across
without the heavy demand on the teller and the listener that may come with more
personal self-disclosure.
Adolescent rebellion was also included as an important kind of
entertainment memory (see also McLean & Thome, under review), and was often
told as part of a conversation in which friends each shared their stories of rebellion.
Rebellion stories may be a point of connection for late adolescents as they reflect on
their early and middle adolescence when independence is of increasing importance,
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which can be tested and established by rebellion. The rest of the entertainment
memories (relationships, embarrassment, happy/fun, and comical) all appeared light
hearted and were stories that were easy and safe to tell. Some of the memories were
about playing games as a child, finding one’s lost dog, enjoying one’s friends,
turning an experience with a failed test into a “screwball comedy,” and getting in
trouble for talking in class in grade school.
In looking at the topics of the memories told for different functions it
became clear the self-explanation and entertainment focused on different topics, but
some commonalities did exist. For example, achievement was reported in telling for
both functions, but was more common in entertainment memories. Perhaps, telling
achievement memories for entertainment takes some of the bragging out of the story
so that others can enjoy the story more openly with the teller. Relationships, though
reported for both functions, were more common in self-explanation memories than
in entertainment memories, perhaps because self-explanation partly functions to
develop relationships, as discussed above, or because relationships constitute an
important part of identity.
Overall, entertainment memories appeared to be about humorous good
times, mishaps, and adventures that had little to do with the kinds of narratives that
researchers tend to focus on in studies of how memories represent the self. Thome
et ai. (in press) reported a parallel finding to the present findings about
entertainment, which was that leisure memories about vacations, fun times, and
other such experiences were one of the four most common kinds of self-defining
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memories in this age group. Thus, entertainment and leisure are important parts of
late adolescents’ experiences, are important to defining who they are, and are
important to telling others about themselves. The purpose of entertainment
memories in identity development may be to allow connection with others without
the work of communicating meaning or engaging in deeper kinds of personal
disclosure that may be more risky (see McLean & Thome, under review). For
example, Bobby’s narrative of telling his brother about the toilet papering incident
insinuated that the telling was intended to gain recognition of an identity that Bobby
was trying to construct. In connecting with others by telling memories for
entertainment one can find acceptance of one’s stories and thus, oneself. Further,
remembering the humorous, comedic, and adventurous parts of one’s life may be
just as important as recalling meaning-filled memories or memories that represent
less entertaining aspects of the self (McLean & Thome, under review).
Breadth o f Audience in Telling Self-defining Memories
The number of people to whom memories were told was examined as a
proxy for how socially entrenched the memories were with regard to functions, yet
something unexpected arose in investigating this question. There was no difference
in the number of listeners told for each function for those who reported telling
memories either for self-explanation or for entertainment. However, when looking
at participants who reported telling for both self-explanation and entertainment,
memories told for entertainment were told to more people. The latter fmding
suggests that because memories told for entertainment were shared more widely,
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entertainment memories are more socially entrenched. However, because there was
a difference in findings for the two sub-samples, an interpretation that rests on
functions is not appropriate. Instead, these findings may be indicative of individual
differences in how people represent their memories. People who reported memories
told for both self-explanation and entertainment may make relatively finer grained
distinctions in the use of their memories. Perhaps for the latter group, entertainment
memories serve the social functions more readily, and self-explanation memories
are slightly more private. For the group that had no difference in the number of
people told, fmer distinctions between memories may be less common. However,
this set of findings needs to be taken with caution until these results can be
replicated. Other individual difference variables should be included in a future study
to see if there is indeed a difference between these groups or if this is a spurious
fmding.
Another issue to consider for future research is the reliability of participant’s
recall of the number of people with whom they have shared memories. Perhaps
asking participants to write down each person with whom they have shared a
memory and when they shared it would lead to more reliable estimates. Such
information would also provide a more detailed landscape of what kinds of
audiences are told across time.
Infrequency o f Meaning
Overall this study adds to growing evidence that explicit reports of meaning
may not be necessary, or even central, to communicating the self to others (McLean
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& Thome, 2003; Thome et a l, in press). One can say who one is by offering a
memory as an example without discussing the meaning that may or may not be
connected to that memory. For example, Madeline, age 19, wrote about an
experience in preschool where she was playing with a friend and ended up falling
and cutting her chin, where she still has a scar. She told her boyfriend about the
event 14 years later to explain herself to him, “I told him about the event because he
asked how and when I got the scar on the bottom of my chin. I told him the story
and he looked at me and we both laughed at my ‘special moment.’ I laughed with
him.” In the understanding narrative she wrote, “I already understood why I did
what I did. I think by telling someone else I was able to share a part of my early
childhood.” Meaning does appear to exist for Madeline because she alluded to an
understanding of the event, but that meaning was not shared because she either did
not want to or did not feel it was needed to get her point, or her self, across.
There are two possible explanations for the relative infrequency o f meaning
in late adolescent’s self-defming memory narratives. The first is that meaning is not
reported frequently because of the limitations of the questionnaire method.
Interviews or methods that press for longer narratives and perhaps longer time
perspectives may prompt one to talk about the development of self-understanding
more so than asking for written episodes of self-definition that are confined in space
and time.
The second explanation regarding the infrequency of meaning is that
meaning may truly be infrequent. Meaning may be particularly important in
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constructing narratives of difficult or traumatic experiences (see Pals, under review;
King et al., 2000), but not in constructing narratives of all of the varied experiences
that constitute Identity. Meaning-making involves a complicated cognitive and
narrative process and it is possible that meaning does not overwhelm one’s
narratives of past events because the cognitive and narrative effort to make meaning
might sacrifice developing an extended story about the self. The life story involves
many different kinds of stories-—some of transformation, or meaning, and some of
continuity (McAdams, 1988; see also McLean & Thome, 2003). Stories of
continuity may be less likely to contain meaning, but are equally important to
understanding one’s past, present, and future self. Perhaps most important to bear in
mind when considering the results of the present study is that because memories do
not have meaning does not signify that they are meaningless. Memories can be
personally significant without reflecting on the greater meaning of the event. That
many kinds of memories are reported as self-defining indicates that there are layers
to the identities o f late adolescents.
Limitations and Future Directions
Addressing some of the limitations of these studies is important for
recognizing what this set of findings can not answer about the communication of
meaning in social contexts, as well as for suggesting some important lines of inquiry
that this work can motivate.
In terms o f the questionnaire, there are several issues that future research
designs might consider. It is possible that once the participant saw the first set of
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questions eliciting the first memory narratives that he or she may have been primed
to report more meaning in second and third memories, particularly in the telling
narrative as that was the focus of the follow-up questions. The frequency of self
explanation may also have been an artifact of the questionnaire, which asked for
self-defining memories. The latter is a difficult issue to remedy since the point of
the study was to look at why memories that represent the self are told, but it should
be taken into account when evaluating the frequency of self-explanation memories.
A second methodological issue is that the study was retrospective. Studying
how conversational turns and ongoing experiences in memory telling affect memory
construction is crucial to elaborating the process by which memories and identity
are socially constructed. To extend the present fmdings and Pasupathi’s (in
preparation) findings, examining a priori motivations for telling and how narratives
are constructed will be useful. Further, examining narrative construction when
controlling for the function employed would pinpoint causal relationships between
narrative construction and telling functions.
As mentioned previously, only spontaneous reports of meaning have been
studied, but interview techniques that probe for meaning may find that meaning is
more common than is indicated with questionnaires. If meaning is found to be more
common in using other methodologies, further questions about how and why
meaning is communicated to others can be addressed.
Although not necessarily a limitation, this study only examined one age
group. It is possible that older adults might report more meaning because they have
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had more time to reflect on the past and to make causal connections between their
experiences, and because they are engaged in life review. Future work could also
examine how memory telling functions might differ depending on one’s life stage.
For example, the development of intimacy might be a more important function in a
young adult sample in which people are beginning to develop long-term romantic
relationships (Alea & Bluck, 2003; Webster, 2003).
This study forced a choice between memory functions, which may not be not
exclusive (McLean & Thome, under review). Allowing participants to choose
multiple functions would make possible an examination of how the same memories
may serve different purposes in telling different listeners or in different telling
contexts.
Lastly, there appear to be individual differences in memory telling that may
extend to the use of functions. For example, using this same sample, McLean (2004)
found that extraverts were more comfortable telling memories and told them more
often than introverts. In terms of functions, there may be individual differences in
identity development related to employing different functions. For example, because
meaning is more common in telling for self-explanation than for entertainment, do
those who “do” self-explanation more often than entertainment develop more
coherent life stories? The latter question could be addressed in a study that measures
the patterns of different functions one uses in telling memories to others and then
follows the development of identity as measured by the quality or coherence of
one’s life story. Although memory telling and self development are heightened in
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late adolescence, there may be individual differences that account for some
important variance in how and why late adolescents tell self-defining memories to
others and the implications of telling for life story development.
Conclusions
The interface between personal and social worlds has become more and
more apparent in the burgeoning field of memory telling (see Pasupathi, 2001;
Thome, 2000; in press). Locating the abstract entity of identity in lived experience
moves the field towards a more concrete and rich understanding of how identity is
constracted and communicated. More specifically, considering the multiple contexts
in which autobiographical memories are shared is a useful way to situate identity in
the contexts in which it is constructed and communicated.
This study took a unique narrative perspective in looking at the functions of
memory telling and how telling memories with and without meaning reveals
different aspects o f late adolescent’s identities. Identity is represented by great
variations in experiences and narrative constractions, such as deep reflections into
one’s personhood, as well as adventurous and joyous stories. Importantly, the many
aspects of identity that are communicated to others are all valuable to understanding
a person, regardless o f the depth of reflection that is offered. Investigating the
landscape of autobiographical memory and identity necessitates considering how
many kinds of memories are used as people define themselves to and with others.
Examining memory telling functions and the narratives used for those functions
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allowed for a nuaaced understanding of variations in identity and the contexts in
which those variations were brought into the social world.
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Endnotes

^ Participants assigned to the “other” category either reported their ethnicity as
“other,” reported a religion, or reported an ethnicity that did not fit into the listed
categories.
^ To illustrate the application of the Mcnemar test, the proportion of memories
showing the entertainment function and the proportion showing the self-explanation
function were compared. Each memory was assigned a value for entertainment (no,
yes) and for self-explanation (no, yes). O f the 554 cases (memories), 311 cases
showed neither the entertainment nor the self-explanation function (0,0), 95 cases
showed the entertainment function and not the self-explanation function (1,0), 148
cases showed the self-explanation function and not the entertainment function (0, 1),
and no cases showed both the entertainment and the self-explanation function (1,1),
which were defined as mutually exclusive. The Mcnemer test compares the
frequencies in the diagonal cells, i.e., the number of cases showing (0,1) and (1,0),
since these are the only cells which are informative. The squared difference between
these 2 frequencies is divided by the sum of the 2 frequencies to compute the value
of the Mcnemar Chi-Square.
^ For example, if someone reported two entertainment memories out of three
memories he or she would have 66% entertainment memories. To test for how many
people were told, the total number of people to whom the two entertainment
memories were told was divided by two.
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Table 1
Narrative Examples of Lessons and Insights
Lesson
[Event Narrative] I went traveling in the Amazon rainforest last year to study the
wildlife and culture o f Peru. While there, I along with the group had a chance to go
swimming in the water. Not 10 minutes went by before I was stabbed by an
unknown creature. Within 5 minutes, I was in so much pain (from the venom) that I
could hardly think. It would be another 6 hours before the drugs kicked in, so I
really had to focus myself. I had always wondered how I would react if something
painful like that happened to me, so I was very alert to what I was doing. Instead of
questioning whether I was going to die or not, my main focus was to get myself as
relaxed as possible. I tried breathing slowly and relaxing my muscles. The
experience showed me that in that situation, 1 would not freak out, but rather protect
myself as best 1 could. [Not Told]
Insight
[Event Narrative]...She’s Mexican, and we constantly talked about the differences
in our two cultures and lifestyles. Fm middle class while she hardly has any money,
and I speak English while she doesn’t very well. We just kept talking about how
hard her life is in college without money and the language. It really made me realize
how lucky and privileged I am and how many changes the world still needs.
[Telling Narrative] I told the story to all my trusted family members. They would
ask me how I liked my roommates, and I would tell them that I loved her and that
she made me reevaluate my life. Every time I told the story, I felt a new found
admiration for my roommate, and I think the people I told the story too felt the same
way. They also felt glad, as did I, that I was getting the experience...
[Understanding Narrative] Every time I told someone about it, I understood more
and
more what a fantastic experience it was fo r me and how much I admired and
respected my roommate.
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Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations of Relevant Variables
Variable

Mean (SO)

Subject Age
Age in Memory
Lessons (%)
Insights (%)
Total Meaning (%)
How Many People Were Told
Functions (%)
Self-explanation
Entertainment
Validation
Intimacy
Meaning-seeking

18.75(1.19)
13.33 (3.09)
.11 (.18)
.19 (.25)
. 29 (.31)
7.70 (5.34)
.27
.17
.09
.08
.03

(.30)
(.23)
(.17)
(.16)
(.11)
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Appendix A

S e lf D efining M em ory Questionnaire

D efinition o f a Self-D efining M em ory
A self-defining memory is a personal memory that has the following attributes:
1. It is at least one year old.
2. It is a memory of a specific event in your life that you remember very clearly and that still
feels important to you even as you think about it now.
3. It is a memory that helps you to understand who you are as an individual and might be the
memory you would tell someone else if you wanted that person to understand you in a more
profound way.
4. It may be a memory that is positive or negative, or both, in how it makes you feel. The only
important aspect is that it leads to strong feelings.
5. It is a memory that you have thought about many times. It should be familiar to you like a
picture you have studied or a song (happy or sad) you have leamed by heart.
To understand best what a self-defining memory is, imagine you have just met someone
you like very much and are going for a long walk together. Each of you is very committed
to helping the other get to know the “Real You” ...In the course of conversation, you
describe several memories that you feel convey powerfully how you have come to be the
person you currently are. It is precisely these memories that constitute self-defining
memories.
Task
On the next 3 pages, please jot down a caption or one-sentence summary for each of three
self-defining memories that come to mind. Then describe each memory with enough detail
to help your imagined friend see and feel as you did. Although these memories will be kept
confidential, please do not reveal memories that are so painful as to make you feel
uncomfortable describing them.
PLEASE REPORT:
Gender_________

Age___

Ethnicity__________
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Memory #1
Caption___
(a brief sentence to identify the event)
My age at the time o f the original event _
Other person/persons involved in the
event
Description of the event: where you were, whom you were with, what happened, how you
and others reacted. Include details that will help an imagined friend see and feel as you did.

With about how many different people have you shared the above event, or memory?
If you have a specific memory of telling someone about the above event:
1. To whom did you describe the event?

2. About how long after the event did you tell them about it?

Please vividly describe the story of how you told them about the event: What led you to tell
them about it, how did you tell them, what was their reaction, and your reaction?
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If you reported an episode of telling Memory 1 to someone else, please answer the
following questions. You may have answered some of these questions in your description
of telling the memory, but please also answer them here.
1. Why did you share this memory? (Please circle only one)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

to validate your feelings or opinions about the memory
to get a get a better understanding of the memory
for entertainment
to explain yourself or your life to someone else
to get close(r) to someone
other____________________________________

2. Did telling this memory help you to understand it? If so, how?

3. Did you feel comfortable sharing this memory? Why or why not?

4. Would you tell this memory in a different way to a different audience? If yes, please
explain whv and how you would tell it differently, and to whom you would tell it
differently.
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The following questions are about memory telling in general.
1. In general, how often do you tell a memory that you view as self-defining to
someone else?
1
2
3
4
5
never
rarely
occasionally
frequently
all the time
2. Who is the audience with whom you are most likely to share a self-defining memory?
(Please circle one)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

parents or family
friends
romantic partner
teacher or other mentoring figure
other _______________

3. What is the most common reason that you share self-defining memories with others?
(circle only one)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

to validate your feelings or opinions about the memory
to get a better understanding of the memory
for entertainment
to explain yourself or your life to someone else
to get closer(r) to someone
o th e r______________________________

4. How often does telling a memory to someone else help you to understand it?
1
never

2
rarely

3
occasionally

4
frequently

5
every time

5. Are you generally comfortable sharing self-defining memories with others?
No

Yes

6. If you have gained an understanding (or a different understanding) of a self-defining
memory in some way other than by telling it to somebody, how did it happen?

1.

Overall, how difficult was it for you to recall the memories you wrote about it here?
1

2

3

Easy

4
Very difficult
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